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Make your business processes smarter with OnBase

Adding smarter business processes can make your Jenzabar solutions, 
already the backbone of your institution, even stronger. Leverage your 
critical investments—time, training, software and services—to extend 
your Jenzabar solutions and protect your investments with OnBase 
enterprise content management (ECM).

With OnBase, your processes—such as admissions application 
processing, financial aid award verification, curriculum review, adjunct 
faculty contract management and even department audits —are 
quicker, more accurate and easier to accomplish.
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of record
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Integration is the strategic advantage that is no 
longer an option
When you leverage OnBase, you bring data from Jenzabar 
to support making decisions and send those decisions 
back to the ERP. This protects Jenzabar as your system 
of record and eliminates the need for people to check 
multiple systems to ensure they have all they need in 
departments such as:

Admissions: Speeds admit decisions by automatically 
indexing documents, updating Jenzabar checklists and 
electronically routing the complete applications to the 
appropriate counselors

Financial Aid: Supports faster financial verification, 
bolstering compliance efforts and giving students 
confidence that their aid is processed quickly

HR: Updates document checklists to speed and simplify 
employee on-boarding and support compliance

Finance: Enables faster approval of invoices and travel 
requests and expenses, bolstering your institution’s 
financial performance

Audits: Auditors receive access to a specific group of 
students in OnBase and can view only the allowed 
document types for those students. This reduces the risk 
of missing documents and errors and removes the filing 
work surrounding audits 
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“It doesn’t really matter what student system you have, 
OnBase can integrate with it.”

– Marijean Nagy, enterprise application specialist
Monmouth University

Examine how campus decisions are made
With so many student business transactions relying 
on documents and processes that are manageable 
within OnBase, the technologies are natural 
complements. OnBase seamlessly integrates with 
Jenzabar to capture, store and index documents 
with information from the ERP, while automatically 
updating the system’s document checklist. As data 
comes in, OnBase workflows electronically route 
documents for faster decision-making.

The out-of the-box functionality of OnBase makes fast 
work of integration. Its “drag-and-drop” configurability 
eliminates the need for custom coding or scripting and 
ensures mission-critical decisions are based on the most 
accurate, up-to-date data available.

Guaranteed delivery of data between systems— 
no code required
The OnBase Integration for Jenzabar guarantees real-
time delivery of data to the Jenzabar solutions users 
rely on. Only OnBase has guaranteed data delivery in 
its integration. If your ERP is down for maintenance 
or a record is locked, OnBase will queue the data to be 
delivered and keep trying until the data successfully 
reaches its destination.

With this real-time data exchange between OnBase 
and Jenzabar, employees don’t have to double-check 
information in multiple systems, empowering them 
to focus on their core tasks—like serving students 
and faculty.
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